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15.X-1 FOLLOWING i.IOLitRE'S TIIEORY \viTI! 
SYNCHROTRON RADIATION. By N. Kato. Department 
of Physics. Faculty of Science and Engineering, 
Meijo University, Nagoya, Japan. 

This paper is nothing ne\>1 but intends to serve 
the role of a traffic pol iceman on the street 
called "crystal optics" which \>las \>Jell paved by 
P. P. Ewald and G. Moli§re. In the conven
tional diffraction theory, we start with the 
relation 

4nPirl = XlriEirl f I I 

where P and E are electric polarization and 

electric vector respectively at a position r in 

crystals. This implies that the polarizability 
x is "local and seal ar". Ewald sta1·ted his 
theorY fl916, 19171 with a tensor x . and 

Moliere, by a quantum mechanical treatment, 
recognized it non-local In Lhe sense 

4n~l~l = Jc:r~-~~~~~~d~ 121 
where the Integral domain c covers the whole 
crystal. Of cource. the coJ·rectlon term for x 
Is extremely small unless the overlapping of 
wave functions of nei<:rhbouring <~toms i.s ap
preciable or the ~>Javelengtil is close to tile ab
sorption edge. After SR or high inlensi Ly X-r~y 
sources become available. it Is a challenge Lo 
detect tile effect. since It reflects direct 
informations on bonding natures of 5olids. 
Reminding the spatial periodic!Ly of:< ~>Jith 

respect to both r and~. one can write down 

dynamical equations in the Fourier space as 

[~ 2 -~g 2 1~g = [ 11 [~gx[~9 x 2g,h-~hll 131 

where the notations are those in l he s L1ndard 
dynamIcal theory except L hal 

!g.h = xg-h + 6!g,h f41 
and 6~g,]1 is the double Fourier transform of 

6Xfr.~l. Some 1·emarks a1·e described ill OJ'der. 

( 1 I One bean1 case: only d ~n: _o The opt leal 

activity frotation of polarizationl is expected 
exactly in the same 1nanner as tile ordinary 
crystal optics. Difficulties in the experiment 
lie not onlY in the swal1ness of ['~n.n bul in 

harmful .simultJneoiis reflections. fl.l. llarl a11d 
A. Rodriguess. 1981. Pili!. J,Jag. C.J:J. 321.1 
Nevertheless. apparently, ~~o.o exists. 

<21 Dichroism is also expected due to the 
imaginary part of 6~o.o· E. Stern et a1. 

fPhys. Rev. Letters. 1976. :37. 2981 and D. H. 
and L. !\. Templeton <Acta Cryst. A. 1980, 36. 
2371 have already observed it in EXAF's 
regions. It is desirable to experiment under 
the guarantee of no Bragg reflection. 
f31 The kinematical case: ~ 9 >'0 bul small: 

Anisotropic scatterings were observed by 
D. H. and L. !\. Templeton C;\cta CrysL. ''· 1982. 
38, 62: ibid. 1985 . .:U_, !33l. The formal 
theorY relating to the extinction rule is given 
by v. E. Dmitrienko fActa Cryst. t\, 1984, .:l.Jl, 
89 and others I. 
f41 The dynamical case: d -cl : 1 t seems that _o-_g 
the difficultY lies in tile art of crystal 
growth. Perfect crystals having strong 
anisotropicitY in a molecular level are re
quired as specimens. 

15.X-2 X-RAY BIREFRINGENCE, ANOMALOUS SCATTERING, 
AND THE PHASE PROBLEM. David H. Templeton and 
Lieselotte K. Templeton, Department-or-chemistry, 
University of California, Berkeley, CA 9~720, USA. 

With linearly-polarized synchrotron radiation we have 
observed strong birefringence near absorption edges for 
several substances as dichroism or pleochroism in ab
sorption spectra and as anomalous scattering which 
requires description by a complex tensor rather than a 
complex scalar (Templeton & Templeton, Acta Cryst., 
1980, A36, 237-~1; 1982, A38, 62-67; 1985, A~1, 133-42, 
365-71_) ___ The three principal values and the orientation 
of this tensor for Se in tetragonal (anhydrous) seleno
lanthionine have been measured by least-squares refine
ment somewhat like that for anisotropic thermal motion, 
but with polarization vectors replacing the h vector in 
the expression. Reflections forbidden by a screw-axis 
rule are observed in sodium bromate near the Br K ab
sorption edge and vary with azimuthal angle according to 
theory (Templeton & Templeton, Acta Cryst., 1986, A~2, 

~78-81; Dmitrienko, Acta Cryst., 198~, A40, 89-ffi. 
This variation for 00£ permits direct observation of the 
magnitude and phase of the bromine-only part of the 
structure factor of 0,0,2~. an allowed reflection. This 
technique is a method of selective diffraction in which 
atoms of a single element contribute to the signal, and 
it can reveal their positions with precision. For gen
eral reflections the manipulation of intensity by a 
change of orientation with respect to polarization can 
be used to determine structure-factor phases in the same 
ways as in multiple-wavelength methods. Research was 
supported by NSF Grant CHE-8515298 using facilities at 
Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory supported by 
DOE and NIH and at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory sup
ported by DOE. 

15.X-3 POLYCRYSTALLINE DIFFRACTION AND SYNCHROTRON 
~~DIATION. By W Parrish, IBM Almaden Research Centre, 
San Jose, California 95120, and M Hart, Department of 
Physics, The University, Manchester Ml3 9PL 

During the last three years at Stanford we have 
developed parallel beam x-ray geometries for powder 
diffraction. With a 111 channel cut silicon 
monochromator matched to standard sample geometries and 
no post specimen monochromator we achieve high 
resolution, perfectly symmetric peak profiles and 
obtain the opportunity to measure diffraction patterns 
in either detector angle scanning (28) mode or in 
energy dispersive (E) mode. Since there are no 
constraints on sample geometry when parallel x-ray 
beams are used, a number of diffraction techniques, 
which are difficult or impossible to exploit with 
conventional focussing diffractometers, become routine. 
Samples can be studied in both reflection and 
transmission geometry in the same apparatus. 

In essence we use the high intensity white radiation in 
five ways: High intensity is essential for studies of 
thin films or surfaces but the high intensity is also 
used with perfect crystal monochromators to provide a 
perfectly symmetric instrument function. The spectral 
range is used to match sensitivity to the problem in 
hand, to exploit anomalous dispersion phenomena and to 
operate in high resolution energy dispersive mode. 

Profile analysis based upon a high intensity narrow 
instrwnent function becomes a very powerful 
experimental method of analysis. By working at a short 
x-ray wavelength we have been able to perform the first 
three dimensional analysis of particle size, morphology 
and strain in palladium powders. 

Texture studies in very thin films which have a very 
high degree of preferred orientation are not . possible 


